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you for producing such an amazing and inspirational day.
“ A huge thankI have
gone away totally inspired and refreshed! ”
I want to thank everyone that
attended for engaging with our
keynote speakers, workshops
facilitators and marketplace partners
with such enthusiasm and interest.
It was fantastic to see the range of
inspirational and creative activities
on offer.

Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to this special edition of
Transform Talk, celebrating the
Trust Curriculum Inset ‘A Day of
Possibilities’.
I was delighted to see nearly 700
Transform staff come together at
Derby County’s Pride Park stadium
to think about how the curriculum
in your schools can best prepare our
children for the future.

Our Trust Inset Film
Click here to see the inspirational
‘Future’ film made for the start of our
‘Day of Possibilities’.

In this Transform Talk edition we
have captured some of the special
moments from the inset as well
as providing you with links to the
resources from the day for use in
school.
Rebecca Meredith
CEO

Thank you to Suzy Rai for writing and
directing the film.

Keynote Speakers
RESOURCES

We were delighted to welcome Steve Radcliffe
back to Transform to co-launch our Inset
event. Steve invited all Transform staff to see
themselves as leaders and spoke about the
3 key elements of leadership: Future Engage
Deliver. If you are interested in learning more
about leadership, you may want to attend
one of the free Transform twilight sessions.
For details please email Katie Felstead:
katie.felstead@transformtrust.co.uk
We welcomed Rob Carpenter, CEO of Inspire
Partnership, to join us in speaking about
an Ethical Curriculum and the journey
that Inspire Partnership has been on to
develop this. He shared with us the theory
and research behind their approach and
was open and honest about his leadership
journey - thank you for sharing Rob!

Following the excitement
generated by the brilliant
workshops and keynotes
that we had on our Day
of Possibilities, we have
created a Google Drive
folder that will allow you
to access the slides and
resources shared on the
day. Resources will be
added as they drop with
us, so please check back
regularly for updates!

Thank you to our inset committee
This fantastic event would not have been possible without a huge amount of imagination, planning and a strong
vision. We would like to say a special thank you to our inset committee, Trust centre colleagues and schools for
creating ‘A Day of Possibilities’. Our inset committee included:
Amy Turner

Zaytouna

Natalie Aldridge

South Wilford

Siobhan Dell

Brocklewood

Charlotte Hardy

Bulwell St Mary’s

Pete Hillier

Parkdale

Sophie Ishmael

Highbank

Jon Fordham

Allenton

Rebecca Irving

Sneinton

Zoe Cannon

Ravensdale
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Workshops
Dave Mackay Stage: Innovation Zone

1884 Stage: Humanities Zone
Creating an enriched
Humanities curriculum
grounded in local context,
ideas and resources. We
explored what it means
to be a Geographer and
a Historian. For more
information, email
Liz Barratt.

Using digital technology
to enhance the
curriculum and develop
children’s skills and
confidence in using iPads.
For more information,
please contact Phil Herd.

Igors Stage: Arts Zone

Corolla Stage: Science Zone
Building ideas on what it
means to be a Scientist
and how we can teach the
children in our schools to
become Scientists in the
classroom.

Follow Martha:
@MarthaToogood
to find out
more about
providing cultural
opportunities for
children.

Cinos Stage: Wonder Lock-In

For more information,
email Tanya White.

Pedigree Stage: Leadership Zone

We explored the heritage
of wonder and wondering
by experiencing curious,
suprising and mysterious
artifacts.

Discussing Ethical
Leadership of the
Curriculum. We enjoyed an
engaging workshop lead
by Rob Carpenter. To find
out more, check out Rob’s
website and blog.

To find out more, click
here.

Directors Boardroom: Business Zone

Toyota Stage: Learning Zone

It was fantastic to
hear about FED for
Business and Office
Managers in the
morning and to take
part in a Mini-MeYoga workshop in
the afternoon.

Toyota Stage: Medical Mavericks

Follow Jonny Walker
@JonnyWalker_edu
to find out more about
developing children’s
writing in response to the
local context.

And finally...DRUMBA

Providing children
with exciting activities
to explore a range of
medical and science
opportunities.
To contact Medical
Mavericks, please call:
01902 595084.

www.transformtrust.co.uk

@TransformTrust #TogetherWeCelebrate

We took part in a
brilliant and active
DRUMBA demonstration!
For more information,
please email DRUMBA or
call 01949 829 285.
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